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You will be prompted for a username and password. It is worth mentioning that you cannot use a username and password for
downloading a later version of MATLAB. You will have to use the full URL. Available as of July 2013. Copyright(c) John W.
Eaton and Martin E. T. Robinson. All rights reserved. License: GNU General Public License v3. MATLAB Runtime is free
software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. The full text of the license is
included in the license file that accompanies this file. Distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License, version
3 or later [^1]: MATLAB is an acronym for MATHtetics Language for Arithmetic. [^2]: The only other language that claims to
be an ‘ancient’ is Tcl/Tk. [^3]: MATLAB’s other attempt to appeal to the embedded world is the graphical matlabfront. [^4]:
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Another slight peculiarity is that both C and C++ can be used to write and compile *Matlab Coder* files, but since C is not an
embeddable language, the *Matlab Coder* toolbox could only be written in C++. [^5]: The main problem with the GUI is that it
has no built-in facilities for file saving and loading. A workaround is to use **mex** to compile the *Matlab Coder* file and
then use **str2mat** to load the resulting *Matlab Coder* file. [^6]: A related attempt was made by [@MV:Embedded01]. The
crucial difference is that a special command-line interface was provided in that work. [^7]: It is much more difficult to
implement a command-line interface in MATLAB as you need to pass the matrices as pointers to functions in a dynamic
language like Matlab. [^8]: Note that if you specify the optional arguments to a **vlen** command, the optional arguments will
be ignored. [^9]: The logic here is that if the first non-zero entry of the vector is a negative number, then f3e1b3768c
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